AVONDALE COLLEGE of HIGHER EDUCATION
PRINTING REQUEST – Works believed to be unavailable
Availability Check and Authority to Copy
Use this form where you want to reproduce more than 10% or more than one chapter of a work under Part VB for Avondale
courses. This check should be undertaken each semester the material is required and if it subsequently becomes available
commercially, any remaining reprinted copies should be destroyed and publisher's copies be made available for students to
purchase.
Fill in details of work to be copied and your name and faculty and sign the Authority to Copy.

Details of Work
Author .........................................................................

Section to be Copied ...............................................................................

Title ..............................................................................

Publisher ................................................................................................

Series............................................................................

Date ........................................................................................................

Place ............................................................................

ISBN ......................................................................................................

For Use in Course



On campus .............. 

Distance ........... 

Course Number ...........................................................

Course Name ..........................................................................................

Lecturer/Coordinator ...................................................

Faculty/Department ................................................................................

For Completion by Bookshop
According to the information currently available to us we believe the above work to be:
1.
Out of print

2.
Available in Australia

3.
Available overseas from …………………………………………….

in approximately ………… weeks from placement of order.
In case 3. the Australian publishers/agents should be contacted for further verification.







Signed ..................................................................................................................................
On behalf of Bookshop

Date .............................................

For Completion by Acquisitions Department, Avondale Library
According to the information currently available to us we believe the above work to be:
1.
Out of print

2.
In print








Source of Information / Comments .....................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................................................................
Signed ..................................................................................................................................
On behalf of Avondale Library

Date .............................................

For Completion by Copyright Officer
Signed ................................................................................. On behalf of Copyright Officer

Date .............................................

Action / Comment ...............................................................................................................................................................................
Authority to Copy
I authorise the making of copies for the course detailed above on the grounds that I believe that a copy (not being a secondhandcopy) of the work cannot be obtained within a reasonable time at an ordinary commercial price.
Lecturer/Coordinator’s Signature ........................................................................................

Date .............................................

Note: This completed form needs to be kept on file in the Faculty. Reprinted copyright material may be sold on a costrecovery basis only and requires a copyright statement indicating compliance. Additional GST compliance obligations
also need to be addressed. For additional information, please contact the Copyright Officer on ext 129.
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COPYING UNDER PART VB of the Copyright Act 1968, Act No. 63 of
1968 as amended
In the case of a work which is not available for purchase, the whole of the work, or move than
the ‘reasonable portion’ may be copied under PART VB SECTIONS 135Z& 135ZL.
135ZL Multiple copying of works by educational institutions
(1) Subject to this section, the copyright in a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work (other
than an article contained in a periodical) is not infringed by the making of one or mkre
copies of the whole or part of the work by, or on behalf of, a body administering an
educational institution if:
(b) The copy is made solely for the educational purposes of the institution or of another
institution; and
(c) the body complies with subsection 135ZX(1) or (3), as the case requires, in relation
to the copy. (This section requires that each copy be marked in accordance with the
regulations).
.“Not available for purchase” means that a reasonable investigation must be conducted to
ensure that copies (not secondhand) of the work cannot be obtained within a ‘reasonable time’
and at an ordinary commercial price. A record of this circumstance is not required by the Act,
but is advisable as a defence against challenge for breach of copyright. It is recommended that a
file be kept to record the details of the need for the work, the enquiries made and responses
revived.
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